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An international best seller With translations in more than thirty languages, Act Like a Lady, Think

Like a Man is the definitive relationship guide for women. Steve Harvey can't count the number of

impressive women he's met over the years - the many incredible women who can run a business,

have three kids, maintain a household in tiptop shape, and chair a church group all at the same

time. So when it comes to relationships, why can't these same women figure out what makes men

commit? According to Steve, it's because they're asking other women for advice when they should

be going directly to the source. In this expanded edition, Steve includes an added section of all new

advice, with tips on dealing with your partner's exes, spicing up your relationship, ensuring you're

ready for that walk down the aisle, and much more. Sometimes funny, often unflinchingly direct, but

always truthful, Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man is a book you must listen to if you want to

understand how men think when it comes to relationships, intimacy, and love.
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This is Steve Harvey's take on men, not necessarily all men or even close to it. I like Steve Harvey,

especially his book on 'Act Like a Success' so I thought I try this one. Hmm. Well. What a mistake.

He seems to think he knows what all men want. Well I am a man and I want much different things. I

think Steve is trying to be honest but he is giving his take on how he is with women and what he

wants. I think his book includes a certain percentage of men, maybe 20-30%, maybe more. Who

knows.For instance, in a relationship, true love is very important to me. I don't see this mentioned



anywhere in his book, or anything about love for that matter. He's materialistic. He probably speaks

for materialistic men. I mean, his current wife was an escort client of his for 20 years. lol. google it. I

don't judge him. That's who he is. He says men want: loyalty, support, and the cookie from women.

Sorry, I want true love, good/deep conversation, true friendship, emotional maturity, spiritual

connection, trust, loyalty, outstanding sex, and someone who is fun to be around. So many other

things in the book that is totally off on what men want.He seems to advocate the sugar daddy

approach to women though he has a separate section on 'sugar daddy' which doesn't include

himself. lol. For instance, he seem to think that if women give him loyalty, support, and the cookie,

he will go outside and brave the battle for her and take care of her. Interesting. If that is not sugar

daddy, I don't know what is. How about as a man, I want a woman who is RESPONSIBLE and can

keep a job, and pay her own bills, instead of me fighting all her battles for her and taking care of her.

I see marriage as a partnership. But I guess when you are rich as Steve, it doesn't matter. You can

pay for everything. lol.Also I like to cuddle but Steve says men don't like to cuddle. I will drop a

woman if she cannot get emotionally intimate with me. That is another requirement of mine but

totally missed by Steve Harvey, who seem to imply that men only want sex in the bedroom. lol. I

love kissing and foreplay.I do like Steve as a comedian and as a TV personality. He makes me

laugh so hard. However he doesn't speak for me nor many of the men I know.

I bought this books in hopes it would give ideas on empowering women and boost their own

personal strengths and ideas, but instead it just reinforces the classic idea that the man should

come first. It could be worse by far, but from what I've read, it doesn't seem to respect the ideals of

others as far as religion goes.

I love watching Steve Harvey on the Family Feud, comedy must be in his genes. The man is gifted -

FOR COMEDY. I'm not sure if he should be writing "serious books." I couldn't finish it, it was kind of

archaic. This is written by a 50+ year old man. Nothing wrong with that per se. I did enjoy the movie.

It was sweet, and funny, and juicy, and full drama. The things we love about "chic flicks." I'm just

undecided on the book. At the time of reading it, I had just had a breakup, so maybe I'll re-read it

one day. I won't give up on it yet; it just seems full of games. I mean, really? Wait 90 days??? In

today's microwave, texting, emailing, skyping age, that's an ETERNITY.

Easy read with good information. Good insight into men. Steve Harvey knows of what he speaks of.

Interesting read. Thank you



I thought that he has a lot of great ideas that can help women build their confidence. He's also got

the right idea that women need to step back and let guys do the work in the beginning and let

themselves be pursued. Where I think he falls slightly short is in the assertion that women should sit

guys down on the first date and question them directly about their future plans. That never works

and I think it makes men go on the defensive if they feel like they're being interrogated. Overall I

thought the book was well-written and had a lot of good points.

Informative about some primal ways men operate internally, but the details in the examples of how

to handle some situation seem only from the author's point of view. I know many men who would

perceive certain situations differently and how younger menhandle them, I've seen firsthand are

certainly different than this author describes. All in all, good but beyond the 3 "P's", this shouldn't be

taken as gospel for everyone.

I really enjoyed reading this book from cover to cover in one sitting. This book is good as a

reference book .having read it. I read the book after my husband admitted to being in an affair . The

information was comforting.

While 1/2 the book makes a lot of sense, the other half seems "too old fashion" where men are

supposed to be this "macho" type who will literally fight any other man that comes close to "his"

woman. The author tells how his father grabbed a bill collector that had been "rude" to his wife. Also

the author tells the story about how he threatened a fishing tour crew if his wife didn't cone up from

diving/scuba. That is so unnecessary and kind of ridiculous in my opinion. I as a wife, would actually

feel embarrassed at times to bring him with me.
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